Move R3, White, EU/UK/AUS
152227
SRP 129,99 €

129,99 €

Move R3 is the pocket DAB+ radio that goes where you
go. Up to 15 hours listening playback, with the included
noise isolating headphones, makes it ideal if you love
tuning into radio privately or on the move.

Colour

Style

EU/UK VERSION

PRODUCT DETAILS
For when you’re on the go
With a built in rechargeable battery that gives up to 15 hours of listening playback, per charge, and small and
lightweight enough to fit in your pocket, Move R3 is perfect for those with an active lifestyle.
Built for the great outdoors
Move R3 is built with a tempered glass screen front to guard against knocks and scratches, making it durable enough
to withstand the wear and tear of traveling.
Great sound you’ll love
Move R3’s included noise-isolating headphones allow you to listen to music, interruption free making it perfect for
listening in busy areas. Move R3 also includes separate bass and treble controls, meaning you can adapt the sound
depending on what you’re listening to.
User friendly interface
Move R3’s ultra-clear OLED display makes for easy navigation through the menus and clear viewing of the station
information. With 3 dedicated station preset buttons and 20 in total, you can quickly access the station of your choice
with little hassle.
Switch on to digital radio
High-detail digital quality sound, a wide range of stations and scrolling station information are just some of the features
you receive when listening to DAB digital radio. You won’t ever have to search for a station again as DAB radios
automatically find all available stations in your area, which can easily be selected by name. Our radios also still include
FM for any stations that have not yet gone digital.
Move R3 is also Digital Tick approved so you can rest assured that you’re ready for any future FM to digital radio
switchover.
Designed and engineered in the UK
Like all our products, Move R3 was designed and engineered in the UK by our expert engineering teams. This not only
ensures great sound and impressive build quality, but allows us to offer the reassurance of a 2-year warranty as
standard.
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Specs
Product Attributes
EAN:

0759454522278

Manufacturer number:

152227

Product weight:

0.24 kilograms

Dimensions and Weight
Product Weight:

0.24

Packsize Height:

16

Packsize Width:

10

Packsize Length:

6
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